
Sailors’ Move to The New Frontier 
 

The winds are shifting!  
 

Since 2001, from our time working in the church, to New Wilderness Adventure and to 

Zoweh Ministries, we have endeavored to follow the Holy Spirit and be obedient to His 
calling on our lives. 2023 was a big year that has led us to winds of change in 2024. I 

didn’t see this one coming but as the Holy Spirit was reawakening and redeeming some 

critical aspects of my heart, God whispered to me again and again that my tenure at 
Zoweh was coming to a close (been there since 2016).  He has given me an invitation to 

journey with Him, "further up and further in” as C.S. Lewis writes.  This was a 
surprise! We dearly love Zoweh, Michael and Robin, and our team; 

however, when God moves in your story, you move with Him. We are so 

thankful for how God continues to move at Zoweh in amazing ways and are 
extraordinarily excited about how and what God is up to with joining Chris and the team 

at The New Frontier!      

 
Being true to my heart 

 
I remember as a little boy, my friends and I loved to make mud pies. We’d mix together 

onion grass, dragon berries, mashed up acorns, dirt, water and the milk of the 

pokeweed. I can smell it now—it’s the smell of Adventure and Creativity, of Boyhood and 
Belovedness. My trusty friend Susie was right there with me, a Boxer Bulldog, waiting to 

make me happy and my buddies Jason and Travis who were knee deep in the mud with 
me. My pie crust was sticks woven together with some straw on the bottom. It really 

looked like a pie in those hot Carolina summers. Susie was my taste tester. She loved 

them I think because she loved us. I remember one time sneaking into mom’s kitchen 
and baking it in the oven. It’s a wonder I didn't burn the house down.  Sorry, Mom!  

 

Why does that matter? 
  

In that environment I felt at home and safe and knew I was made for this. Even as a 
little boy, I felt most at home in God’s creation especially on adventure and God's 

pleasure as I invited friends into it. I was an outdoor kid. I loved being in the creek,  

walking in the pines and playing with frogs. The last 8 years at Zoweh have been some of 
my best years of my life in ministry. I am so incredibly grateful for the mud pies we’ve 

made together. Michael and I and the team have been knee deep since the start , and 

although the winds are shifting, Kryssy and I will continue to  financially support the 
mission of Zoweh, love our friends, engage with Zoweh’s mission, and cheer them on 

just from a different position in the Kingdom. 
 

The new but old mission 



  

As I’ve stood on the shoulders of many spiritual father s for the last 20+ years of 
ministry, I’ve discovered some important truths about my heart and calling:  

• I am meant to love generously as a friend and cultivate, sustain and launch 

friendships 

• I create environments for men to experience being loved by God, loving God and 

loving each other and help other organizations do the same 

• Celebration is key 

• I’m supposed to partner with God’s creation to accomplish much of this  

Three of the major problems I see in masculinity is, 1st a lack of intimacy with God and 

others. It leads to a whole host of problems including but obviously not limited to a 
person’s understanding of their identity.  2nd, is the problem of a huge disconnect with 

men and God’s creation. Not every man comes alive wearing camo or holding a fishing 

rod, but every man has an adventure to live and God wants to meet him there intimately 
and missionally. 3rd, we’ve lost the vital connection to Father - spiritual fathers, our 

own early fathers and of course The Father.  I know God has designed me to push back 

the darkness and help men find the light in these three arenas.    
 

So What's Next? 
  

I’m excited to announce that our family will be joining Chris Hartenstein's family and 

the team at The New Frontier. I’ll be part of the day-to-day team and birthing a new 
offering of TNF that will be called The Ancient Path where we will create 

environments, adventures, resources and relationships for men to recover intimacy with 

God and each other while in God’s creation—more on that in the months to come…   
  

Why The New Frontier? 
 

Simply, because God said so, but there’s more. I remember the day I met Chris 

Hartenstein. It was one of the most important days in the story of my life, my family's, 
and in the Kingdom. Like Michael, Chris became one of my best friends and it wasn't 

long before we were knee deep in mud! It was 2019 and I was in Ohio on a Zoweh Allies 
mission. A mutual friend said, “You have to meet Chris Hartenstein. He has a heart like 

yours for adventure and loving guys through the Father’s heart!” Since then, Chris and I 

have become incredibly close. I have been honored to take my sons to The Heroic 
Journey (Father/Son Adventures) in Montana and every year since, our family has 

volunteered and we have partnered with TNF at Zoweh for multiple events and TNF and 

Chris have become vital to Zoweh events. Like Zoweh before, TNF has become home for 
our family. The Hartenstein's are family. God has said of the mission, "You were 

made for this.” 
 

A few particulars.  

 



Are we moving?   

 No, we are not moving - however, we will be in Montana/Ohio and other locations for 
ministry 4+ months a year.  One of the blessings of being with TNF is that our family 

can do ministry together, so many of our travels will be as a family.  At the very least, a 
portion of our family will travel together. 

 

If the timing is right please support this new mission. 
 

Friends, thank you for supporting our family for the last 20 years of Team Sailors 

chasing the Holy Spirit. We couldn't do this without you!  From January to May, 
our family will be transitioning from paid staff at Zoweh to paid staff at The New 

Frontier, and we need your help. I’m thankful for the generosity of Michael and the 
Zoweh team to help launch our family into this next adventure and we hope that you will 

continue to support Zoweh, we’d also ask you to consider supporting The New Frontier 

as well!   
 

Our goal for fundraising for 2024 at The New Frontier is $350K. For our transition and 

beginning to receive a salary from The New Frontier, we need to raise $150K in 
2024 which provides for our salary and expense for our family. The $350 K 

total provides for The Sailors Family and other teammates, day-to-day operations and 
ministry, as well as 8 TNF events in 2024, the creation of resources for the TNF App, 

debt reduction on our facility in Montana and the launching of my new project the 

Ancient Path. 
 

To talk with Me: 704-860-9719 or Kryssy: 704-860-9720 
 

Your support means the world to us!  

  
There is not a specific fund to give toward, just give to the general fund!   

  

Checks 
The New Frontier Ministries 

1280 Glendale Milford Road 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45215 

 

Online at: https://www.thenewfrontierministries.org/give 
 

Meet the rest of the team:  https://www.thenewfrontierministries.org/staff 

 
Or on the App (Search The New Frontier Ministries): 

https://apps.apple.com/tr/app/the-new-frontier-ministries/id1473866900 
 

A word from Chris Hartenstein 

 



God never ceases to surprise me in life’s journey…this has been a bit like “shock and 

awe”.  I probably would have used the word “never” if someone mentioned Greg 
coming to The New Frontier and us having the opportunity to not only lock shields 

with him but to expand locking shields with Micheal and Zoweh.  God loves blowing 
that word up…and has!  He is forging alliances to bring His Kingdom to earth.    

  

The relationships have grown, become intimate and alliances have and continue to be 
forged.  We are excited for the vision of The Ancient Path (TAP) and how the Sailors' 

family and TAP integrate into the existing mission of The New Frontier, the new 

facility and future expansion of TNF.  We have a lot of work ahead of us but it is gonna 
be a great adventure with an amazing view once we arrive at Dad’s destination.  We 

need your help!  We cannot do this alone.  Just like Frodo needed the company of 9 to 
get the ring destroyed - we need YOU and your partnership to take territory back from 

the enemy and push back the darkness and help generations of men find the light !     

 
A word from Michael Thompson from Zoweh 

 

Although we are sad for Greg’s departure, we are thrilled that he is walking with God 
and into the next thing. If you know Greg at all, you know it’s just a matter of time 

before he gathers a crowd and is loving and leading hearts to experience the wild love 
of God. It has been, and will continue to be my honor to work with Greg. Over the 

years, we’ve had several men and women be friends and allies and become part of our 

day to day team, this is the first time we’ve had one of our teammates become an ally. 
We pray and believe this transition will allow Greg and Zoweh to have even greater 

influence in the Kingdom for the Kingdom. Generations of men, women and family are 
waiting for this shift of Greg and Kryssy’s lives and we are behind them in the 

transition and look forward to standing with them on the battle fields for the heart. If 

there is an Ancient Path, and I deeply believe there is, then that path needs a guide, no 
better guide than Greg to walk with men to discover who they are, where they are, and 

the Good God is up to in their lives.  

 
 

A final word from us 
  

We will look forward to catching up with you soon but feel free to call us whenever you 

like. I’m sure you may have questions. Kryssy and I are humbled at these kind words 
from  

  

Chris and Michael and are thankful to lock shields and move forward in this great 
adventure with our team at TNF and allies around the world! I can't fully express my 

deep love, appreciation and gratitude for all I have experienced in ministry over the last 
20+ years. I am forever changed. Generations are forever changed. Now it’s time for the 

next adventure and we are so very excited! 

 



 


